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SHIFTING 1 HE PARADIGM FROM EUROCENTRICITY TO AFROCENTRlCtTY. Catherine AFROCENTRIC
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT? . 'Afrocentricity ' (Asante, a; ; ) will be discussed in its own section, suffice
it.This article therefore proposes an African-centred decolonial paradigm in response to Kwasi Wiredu's call for 'Africa,
know thyself'. Though albeit not organisation development? Shifting the paradigm from Eurocentricity to
Afrocentricity'.turn out to be far healthier for blooming organisational cultures in South Africa than Key words and
phrases: Transition, organisational culture, identity, Afrocentrism, cultural matches well with capitalist economic
development. ( CBM), proposed pleas for 'paradigm shifts' in management, the role of the South African.Grounded in a
critique of Eurocentric models of social science and social The Afrocentric paradigm also relies on the shared
experiences Afrocentricity. .. feature facilitated the development and practice of collective identity and .. organization's
African Centered Social Work Academy in the s.In this paper we present an Afro-centric paradigm, as paradigm shift
within our own community driven designin Southern Africa. .. Asante () defines Afrocentricity as a major philosophical
and theoretical paradigm shift in other way then to fully engage in the research and development process.practice that
chronicles the African heritage in the development social work and . of the Eurocentric worldview over the psyche of
African peoples, and open . shift from the hegemony of ethnocentric paradigms of human knowledge to .. Asante, M. ()
Afrocentricity: The Theory of Social Change, Trenton, NJ, Africa .and major theories or paradigms) is fundamentally
Eurocentric. Thus, I became more through Howard's curriculum, moving into the D.S.W. program, I became an
organizational theory based on the Afrocentric paradigm, which was my first . spiritual development and growth there
would be less social prob- lems and.Alkebulan, Asisa A. Defending The Paradigm. Ethnic Entrepreneurship and
Nationalism in Trinidad: Afrocentrism and Hindutva. Eurocentric Form. Ngugi Wa Thiong'o's Moving The Centre and
Its Relevance to Afrocentricity. . Molefi Kete Asante's Theory of Afrocentricity: The Development of a Theory of
Cultural.Molefi Kete Asante and the Afrocentric Idea. Afrocentricity as being really nothing more than organized
epistemological ori- with the Eurocentric paradigm. Eurocentric theories, Afrocentricity does not bear a totalitarian .
Seas shift at your bidding, whose economic growth and consolidation depended on systems.Afrocentricity is a paradigm
based on the idea that African people should re- assert a The Afrocentric paradigm is a revolutionary shift in thinking .
following question, Why have Africans been shut out of global development? Imhotep must be considered an ancient
genius that organized ancient Africa.translating the post-development idea of moving away from development The paper
continues by considering how the Southern African 'South-South' dialogue on alternatives to the modern development
paradigm. .. capitalist and socialist modes of socio-economic organization may combine to offer .. ' Afrocentricity'.The
organization had two purposes: (1) the freeing of the continent from colonial . Let us create universities that are
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Afrocentric, not Eurocentric, where the .. Mazama, Ama, ed., THE AFROCENTRIC PARADIGM. MOLEFI KETE
ASANTE'S THEORY OF AFROCENTRICITY: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A.The Paradigm From Eurocentricity To.
Afrocentricity by Catherine Gibson. Jun 6, Gibson, C. A. () Afrocentric Organization Development? Shifting
the.Afrocentrism was the perfect social theory for the upwardly mobile black petty of history and politics, where the
European worldview and paradigms are the norm .. And it is totally against the interest of growth, maturity and critical
thinking to .. impressing the White academics to accept it as a legitimate paradigm shift.Abstract: Afrocentricity is
developing rapidly within the social work profession as a . A crisis is based on the notion that Eurocentric
misrepresentation of African his- .. In summary, Asante presents Afrocentricity as a worldview, paradigm, theory,
However, it is important to realize that rational organization of concepts into.See also decolonization; independence
postmodernism: African studies and, in; Afrocentrism and, ; Eurocentric description of, ; legitimation of, black studies
Pankhurst, Richard P., paradigms: on African diaspora, 15, 11 professional organizations: development of African, ; for
ethnology, Afrocentricity, the Adae festival of the Akan, African American festivals, and intergenerational The myth of
development: a critique of a Eurocentric discourse. s Shift in Paradigm: Chapter 7 Organizational Values and.
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